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Abstract: Ad Hoc wireless network faces more security threats than traditional network due to its P2P system
structure and the limited node resources. In recent years, malicious program has become one of the most
important researches on international network security and information security. The research of malicious
programs on wireless network has become a new research hotspot in the field of malicious programs. This paper
first analyzed the Ad Hoc network system structure, security threats, the common classification of malicious
programs and the bionic propagation model. Then starting from the differential equations of the SEIR virus
propagation model, the question caused by introducing the SEIR virus propagation model in Ad Hoc wireless
network was analyzed. This paper improved the malicious program propagation model through introducing the
network topology features and concepts such as immunization delay, and designed an improved algorithm
combined with the dynamic evolution of malware propagation process. Considering of the network virus
propagation characteristics, network characteristics and immunization strategy to improve simulation model
experiment analysis, the experimental results show that both the immunization strategy and the degrees of node
can affect the propagation of malicious program. Copyright © 2014 IFSA Publishing, S. L.
Keywords: Propagation models, Immune strategy, Malicious programs, Ad Hoc wireless network,
Security threats.

1. Introduction
With the increasingly extensive application of
portable wireless devices, wireless networks have
gradually become an indispensable part for daily
network facilities. However, due to the vulnerabilities
of wireless networks, for example, the openness of
media, terminal mobility, dynamic changes of
network topology, cooperative algorithm, lack of
centralized monitoring and administrative points, an
increasing number of malicious programs have
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emerged in wireless network, leading to great
threaten to wireless network security. Especially
because of the diversified routes of transmission and
complex application of these malicious programs,
mobile networks information security breach
incidents are more frequent, spreading faster,
covering a wider range and causing greater damage.
In research of propagation models of malicious
programs, an integration of epidemic models and
propagation characteristics of malicious programs is
a frequently used method. Robert G. conducted the
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research on the behavior of worms on the Mobile Ad
hoc Network (MANET) based on SIS propagation
models in first. He considered the impact of the
worm propagation delay and bandwidth constraints
on worm propagation, but ignored the impact of
human measures. Abdelmajid Khelil and other
scientists researched the epidemic model of
information diffusion on MANET. SIR/WS model
described malicious programs propagation in wireless
sensor network was proposed in [1, 4]. The model,
based on IEEE 802.15.4 Standard, discovered that
infected nodes propagated malicious programs with a
broadcast mode, and provided the relation between
the number of infected nodes and infectious rate as
well as immunization rate. A propagation dynamics
model based on the analysis of the Bluetooth
malware propagation process [2, 3] is established by
means of theoretical derivation after abstracting the
function of Bluetooth protocols and the mobility of
Bluetooth devices into several statistical metrics. The
model illustrates that the introduction of
authentication mechanism can greatly decrease the
propagation speed of Bluetooth malware. A virus
model was constructed in paper [5-8] where viruses
spread on a increasingly evolving Internet and
analyzed the dependence of the density for infected
computers on its topology. All the results obtained
here indicate that the larger the rate of network
evolvement is, the faster virus spreads.
Previous studies usually consider that each node
in the network (infectivity) is equal to the node of
degree K, even if at each time step, a node and its
neighbor nodes are all contacting [9]. However, this
assumption does not hold in the propagation process
of many practical. For example: in the Internet
network if the router to ask, there is no exchange of
data packet will not appear [10] virus propagation in
the network; in the global aviation network, if no one
is related to the travel activities in different city, the
virus is unlikely in the different regions of the
diffusion of [11]; in the social network, no mosquito
bites there is no typical dengue virus infection [12] in
a population of similar situations in real life there are
many times. In the process of communication,
network nodes in the appeal and node degree and is
not directly related to K, but depends on the
interaction between nodes or network transmission
material [14], Yanjin etc. [15] establish a real-time
network risk evaluation model. According to the
network intrusion own characteristics and
propagation models of malicious programs, assets
and attack, combines assets evaluation system and
network integration evaluation system, considering
from the application layer, the host layer, network
layer may be factors that affect the network risks.
The new model improves the ability of intrusion
detection and prevention than that of the traditional
passive intrusion prevention systems.
Different propagation models are employed to
study real networks with different spreading modes;
classical models include Susceptible-Infected (SI)
Model,
Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible
(SIS)
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Model, Susceptible-Infected-Removed (SIR) Model
and Susceptible-Exposed--Infected-Removed (SEIR)
Model. Scale-free networks are fragile for virus
spread and attacks; this necessitates affiant immune
strategy for a network. Typical strategies being
recently studied include random immunization,
acquaintance immunization, target immunization, and
a variety of improved strategies. This thesis studied
the topology of networks, combined with the
dynamic evolution of malicious propagation process
to design an improved algorithm of Malicious
Program Propagation in Ad Hoc network. However
in the real world, most real networks exhibit scalefree, so we design a dynamic immune strategy. The
detailed work is as follows.
Section 2 describes Ad Hoc wireless network and
security threats; Section 3 describes common
malicious programs and propagation models; Section
4 gives detailed descriptions of the algorithm of the
improved algorithm of malicious Program
Propagation in Ad Hoc network; section 5 describes
dynamic immune strategy; Section 6 describes our
simulation results and analysis. Finally, we conclude
in Section 7.

2. Wireless Ad Hoc Network
and Security Threats
Ad Hoc wireless network, also named wireless
multi-hop network, is a self-organizing network
which is composed by several mobile nodes and
there’s no need for fixed infrastructure. As the
network structure is shown in Fig. 1, mobiles nodes
form a distributed autonomous system by
interconnecting the wireless channels.

Fig. 1. Structure of Wireless Ad Hoc Network.

Moreover, each node is a router to discover and
maintain the routing functions to other nodes. This
system could run separately or be connected to fixed
networks through gateway or an interface. Ad Hoc
Wireless network could set up a mobile
communication network anytime and anyplace
without the support of fixed infrastructure and the
pre-allocation of host computer. Each node is mobile
and can communicate to others with a peer mode. In
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addition, the wireless Ad Hoc network has high
interoperability and usually applies network route
protocol of distributed control. Compared with
centralized structured networks, wireless Ad Hoc
network has stronger robustness and invulnerability.
As a result, it is widely used in conferences,
emergencies, expeditions and military actions.
Wireless network is congenitally deficient in
some aspects, such as open media, terminal mobility,
dynamic network topology, lack of centralized
monitoring or clear defense line, so there are great
risks in wireless network security. Security threat is
defined as the dangers caused by some people,
objects or events to the confidentiality, integrity,
availability or legal use of a resource, and it can be
divided into technical threat and content threat.
Technical threat is the threats that are caused by the
use of certain technical means or vulnerability of
wireless networks, and content threat indicates the
threat caused by certain impact on subjective
cognition of network users with content and
properties of information propagating in networks.
From the perspective of application range of
wireless networks and users’ demand, the present
security threats of network security include 4 areas:
1) Interruption: malicious programs use illegal
means to attack availability of the network and
destroy software and hardware resources in mobile
Internet system so that the network does not work.
2) Modification: malicious programs attack the
integrity of networks, modify network elements of
the mobile network contents in business database,
and modify the order of the messages for delay
or replay.
3) Eavesdropping: malicious programs attack the
confidentiality of networks through wire tapping and
electromagnetic leakage in transmission link of
wireless network, which result in disclosure of
confidential information or acquisition useful
information by analyzing the business flow. A
number of criminals can accurately extract the
information through eavesdropping techniques, and
expose the confidential information or take it for
criminal activities.
4) Falsification: criminals attack networks
authenticity through injecting falsified or false
information into networks, impersonating legal users
to access mobile networks, replaying the captures
legal information for illegal purposes, inserting
malicious programs such as worms, Trojan and
logical bombs to damage the proper functioning of
mobile networks, or denying receiving or sending
of messages.

knowledge. Malicious programs can be divided into
two categories, one has to rely on a host and the other
can run independently. A malicious program that
needs a host are actually a segment of a program, it
cannot be separated from specific application
programs, utility facility programs or system
programs. While an independent malicious program
is a complete program that can be run directly. The
common mobile malicious programs are shown
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Common malicious programs.

Malicious programs have the basic features of
computer viruses, which are similar to biological
viruses in areas such as infection, duplication and
parasitism, etc. Many researchers divide malicious
program models into 3 categories based on the
mature theoretical models in biology: SIS model, SIR
model and SEIR model.
In Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS) model,
nodes are divided into 2 statuses: susceptible status
(S) and infected status (I). Once susceptible nodes are
infected by malicious programs and become infected
nodes, infected nodes will transmit virus to infect
other nodes. When it is infected, an S node becomes
an I node and an I node becomes S node when it is
cured. Therefore, viruses may repeatedly transmit
within the propagation range and always survive. The
propagation model is shown in Fig. 3(a).

S

3. Common Malicious Programs
and Propagation Models
Malicious program is any software program
translated from computers or networks which aims to
destroy the user's computer system without the user's

Fig. 3. Common propagation model.
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Susceptible-Infected-Removed model includes an
additional immune node (R) on the basis of SIS
model, and R node does not get infected. In this
model, two constants, β and γ, are given, β is the
probability of S node getting infected in unit time,
and γ indicates the probability of I node getting cured
in unit time. The propagation model is shown in
Fig. 3(b).
Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Removed model
includes an additional incubation node (E) on basis of
SIR model. E node indicates a node which has been
inserted virus code but has not shown virus features,
i.e. a node has not been activated yet. In addition, a
constant α is given in SEIR model, and α is the
incubation period or propagation rate of virus. The
propagation model is shown in Fig. 3(c).

dR(t )
 I (t )  R(t )
dt

(3)

For SEIR model, when an infected node is getting
immune, it is equivalent to the case that this node is
removed from the entire network node hosts, thus the
total number of network nodes turns to N-1 from N.
Fig. 4 shows the propagation trend of malicious
programs in SIR model. In Fig. 4, the number of
nodes is taken as N=104, infection rate β=10-7, when
the number of copies of malicious program S(0)=3,
the recovery rate is γ=10-3. It can be seen that finally
the total number of nodes and the number of the
infected hosts in the entire network will become 0.

4. Buildup of Propagation Model of
Malicious Program in Wireless
Ad Hoc
SIS and SIR are propagation models of two
epidemic diseases in biology, so direct utilization of
them for research on propagation of malicious
program would cause deviation and errors, e.g. no
external impact on virus propagation is taken into
consideration in the two models, and only constant β
and γ are related to the status conversion of nodes.
While in SEIR model, a node may be paralyzed or
immune after getting infected, so in a specific period
it would not infect other nodes in the network. Thus,
SEIR model is a classically used propagation model.
In the following research on improvement of
propagation model of malicious programs in wireless
Ad Hoc is conducted based on SEIR model.

4.1. Differential Equation of SEIR
Propagation Model
SEIR model proposes the propagation process of
malicious programs in uniform network based on
mean field theory, in which infected nodes or
immune nodes have the conversion rate δ of
becoming S nodes again. Assuming I(t) represents
the number of hosts with infection at the moment of
t; r(t) represents the number of hosts getting immune
at the moment of t; S(t) indicates the number of all
hosts have been infected at the moment of t; β is the
infection rate; and γ is the recovery rate of the hosts
removed from infected ones. Thus, SIR model can be
formulated with the following differential equations:
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dI (t )
  I (t ) s (t )  I (t )
dt

(1)

dS (t )
  S (t ) I (t )  R(t )
dt

(2)

Fig. 4. Propagation trend of malicious program
in SEIR model.

Two problems will occur if SEIR model is
applied in wireless Ad Hoc network: firstly, as the
model takes the average connectivity as the only
topology metric, it cannot acquire the diversity of
connectivity in mobile environment; secondly, it is
insensitive to velocity of nodes, which would cause
the predicted value of infection rate of malicious
program lower than it is in practical application.

4.2. Basic Definitions to Improve SEIR Model
To solve the problems in SEIR model, and given
that propagation of malicious programs is
accompanied with dynamic evolution of the network,
speed parameter of nodes and connectivity change
caused by mobility, it is necessary to implement
appropriate improvements. The improved model
applies similar status of nodes with nodes in SEIR
model: susceptible status, infected status and immune
status. While the new model introduces 2 additional
concepts, i.e. network topological property and
immunization strategy. To facilitate the discussion,
basic definitions in the improved model are given
as below:
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Propagation rate: in each unit time, infected nodes
spread virus to neighbor nodes, and ratio of the
number of infected nodes and the number of neighbor
nodes is named as propagation rate, represented by α.
Infection rate: in each unit time, each susceptible
node has a certain probability to receive one or
several copies of virus from its neighbor nodes, the
probability is the infection rate represented by
constant β. To distinguish the infection rate of each
node,  k is used to indicate the infection rate of the
susceptible node with a degree of k.
Immunization rate: after taking a specific
immunization strategy, in each unit time, each noncured node has a certain probability to receive one or
several copies of vaccine and become immune node,
this probability is the immunization rate represented
by constant γ. Similarly, to distinguish the
immunization rate of each node,  k is used to
indicate the immunization rate of the susceptible
node with a degree of k.
Immunization strategy: some time after operation
of network virus, inevitably corresponding human
measures will be taken to search and kill the virus to
prevent its propagation. In this case, some nodes will
become immune after repeated infections and cures,
and immunization will prevent virus propagation, but
virus propagation will have impact on immunization
effect in return.
Immunization
delay:
implementation
of
immunization strategy has certain delay to outbreak
of virus, and this delay is named as immunization
delay, and represented with Tdelay .

When t=3, a new susceptible node, No. 9, selects to
connect to No. 1 node with high degree, meanwhile
No. 9 node has a certain probability to get infected by
No. 1 node. When t=4, the infected No.1 node
becomes immune node after measurements of
researching and killing malicious programs.
In networks with different topological structures,
due to differences in scanning means and other
techniques applied in propagation of malicious
programs, infection rate and propagation cycle also
differ. However, from the view of entire network,
characteristics of behaviors that malicious programs
attack and penetrate into networks are very similar;
objective of research on propagation model of
malicious model is just to research the propagation
rules of malicious programs in networks. Thus, in
order to eliminate the impact of technical details on
propagation rules of malicious programs, technical
details such as link bandwidth among different nodes
and infection rate of different malicious programs to
a node are not taken into account, and only the basic
common characteristics of malicious programs in
propagation process are extracted for research.

5. Propagation Process of Malicious
Program and Algorithm Design
of Improved Model
Propagation rate is used to measure the
propagation process from the view of virus
propagating source, while infection rate is used to
measure the propagation process from the view of
propagating objective of malicious programs;
infection rate is not only related with propagation
rate, but also impacted by node degree. In researches
on propagation of malicious programs, usually
propagation process from infected nodes to other
nodes is divided into 4 stages: information collection,
scanning & probing, attach and penetrating and
self-evolution.
With continuous evolution of the network,
malicious programs will ceaselessly spread, and the
propagation process of a malicious program during
dynamic evolution of Ad Hoc network is as shown in
Fig. 6. Assuming that when the unit time t=1, No. 1
node is in infected status (represented with black
circles), and the other nodes are in susceptible status
(represented with hollow circles). When t=2,
susceptible nodes No.2, 3 and 4 are infected by their
neighbor node No. 1 and become infected nodes.

Fig. 5. Propagation process of virus.

According to the propagation process of
malicious program in dynamic network as shown in
Fig. 5, it can be seen that propagation of malicious
program is equivalent to an infinite loop, and the
terminal condition is that all the infected nodes in the
network are cured after taking immunization
strategies. The algorithm design is as follows:
Algorithm 1: Improved Algorithm of Malicious
Program Propagation in Ad Hoc Model
{
scanf (Infected nodes set I; Susceptible nodes set
S; Incubation boundary Set E; Propagation rate β);
printf (end mark or null);
times=0;
/*Starting from initial unit time*/
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n=1;
/*Starting from No. 1 node, n  I*/
While(I!=NULL)
/*Infected nodes exist in the network*/
{
if (n is an infected node)
Find all neighbor nodes of Node n;
/*can be determined according to adjacent
matrix*/
Node n propagates malicious program to each
neighbor node at infection rate of β, if a neighbor
node is not immune, its status will become infected
node.
Immunization strategy is taken to infected nodes;
else
BFS（n）;
/*depth-first search of other infected nodes in the
network */
Times++;
/*enter propagation of next unit time*/
}
/* endwhile */
}
Assuming the researched Ad Hoc wireless
network is a stochastic network with a small
fluctuation range, and degree of each node is almost
the same. K is used to represent the average degree
of any node with degree of k, so K= K , and the
infection rate of a susceptible node with degree of k
K

is k =|1-(1-i) | β, since nodes in Ad Hoc network
have the same characteristics, the average infection
rate k of a susceptible node with degree of k can
also be approximately equal to k . Therefore,
according to differential equations of SIR
propagation model, propagation model equations of
malicious program in Ad Hoc network can be
deduced ad follows:
Equation (4, 5) (No immunization propagation
stage) is:

ds
di
dr
  s ,  s,  0
dt
dt
dt

(4)

ds
di
dr
  s  s,  s  i,
  (s  i)
dt
dt
dt

(5)

From Equation 1 and 2, threshold value of virus
outbreak in propagation process of malicious
program does not exist, which indicates that if no
human immunological control measures are taken in
Ad Hoc networks, malicious programs will always
propagate. k =|1-(1-i)
Equation 4 and 5,

K

| β is substituted into

di
 ( s  s k 1 )  can be obtained
dt

through deduction, i.e. propagation velocity of
malicious programs in the network is an increasing
function to node average degree K , i.e. the closer the
connection is between nodes, the faster the
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propagation of malicious program will be in
the network.

6. Dynamic Immunization Strategy
As plenty of outbreaks of infectious diseases or
computer viruses have significantly impacted human
life in history, immunization strategies are brought by
researchers to avoid or relive such damages. For
scale-free networks, as the spread threshold is zero,
virus could quickly spread and reach steady state if
only virus have positive spread probability, which
implying the fragility of scale-free networks. Studies
of recent years discovered that most real network
topologies own a scale free feature. But in the real
world, most real networks exhibit scale-free, thus,
finding a better immune strategy becomes
particularly important for a network.
The network virus invasion within a short period
of time will make the wireless Ad hoc network that
faces the danger of paralysis, so how to effectively
deal with the virus attacks, thereby protecting the key
node to complete the basic perceptual tasks which is
the serious challenge faced by the network. Immunity
is an important method to control the network virus
propagation, node once is immured, and means to
connect edges are removed, so it can reduce the
transmission of the virus. At present, people discuss
more immune strategy including stochastic
immunization, target immunity and acquaintance
immunization. Infection node in wireless Ad hoc
network acquired immunity by immunization
strategy, the new network will be generated after
feedback immunization.
Suppose a network G= (V, E), the number of
nodes is nodesum in network, while the number of
edges
is
edgesum.
Among
of
them:
V= v1v2v3vnodesum , E= e1e2e3eedgesum . In each step of
the iterative process, node calculation in equation 6.
node(i ) value  oldnode(i ) 

nodesum


j 1

aij * oldnodeV ( j )

(6)

Because of the importance of nodes in a dynamic
network is the mutual influence and change, the
importance of network will not only influence its
neighbor nodes, but also is influenced by the
importance of neighbor node. Each of node influence
is an iteration process, when the network after finite
iterations, the importance of nodes in the network
will not change, so the network is also considered to
reach steady state. Dynamic immune strategy
algorithm is described as follows.
Algorithm 2: DYNAMIC immunization strategy
{
Input: A network topology, the number of
columns of A is 2, the number of rows is the number
of edges in a network, each column corresponds to A
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network of connected edges, nodes number nodesum
and the number of edges edgesum, the number of
immune nodes for m;
Step 1:D=ones (1, nodesum);
/ * record the state of each node, and is initialized
to 1, B=A; new network B for each generated after
immunization, the initialization of A*/;
Step 2:for i=1 to M
2.1: the importance of computing nodes in B
network value;
2.2: immune importance value node J maximum,
D (J) =3;
2.3: remove all edges connected to this j node, the
new network B formed the next immunity;
Endfor;
Step 3: returns an array of D[l... Nodesum];
}

Certainly, immunization strategies can be taken to
eliminate the malicious programs detected in the
network, while if partition of the network is not
before the malicious programs propagate to nodes
with high degree, immunization strategies would
become invalid.

Table 1. Experiment parameter setting.

Parameter
N
I
E
S
α
γ

Setting value
5000
10
0
4000
0.75
0.6

Meaning
Number of nodes
Infected nodes
Boundary set
Susceptible nodes
Infection rate
Immunization rate

7. Analysis of Simulation Experiment
As the concept of immunization delay is
introduced in the improved propagation model of
malicious program, the improved propagation model
divide propagation process into 2 stages: nonimmunization stage and immunization stage. Nonimmunization stage starts at the initial unit moment,
since there is no immunization in the network in this
process, malicious programs can arbitrarily
propagate; in each init time, infected node infects
neighbor nodes at the propagation rate of β, and
susceptible nodes become infected nodes with
probability of k . Immunization stage starts at the
moment once an immune node emerges in the
network, and in each unit time, susceptible nodes
become infected nodes at rate of k or become

immune nodes at rate of  , infected nodes also
become immune nodes at rate of  . As deduced in
the above equations, infection rate of nodes in the
network is closely related to degrees of nodes. Taking
Ad Hoc network as the research object, a simulation
experiment
is
conducted
to
verify
the
above deduction.
For better illustration of impact of the improved
model on performance of malicious programs
propagation, a simulation experiment is conducted in
MATLAB with the purpose of verifying that if
algorithm analysis of the improved model is in line
with the deduction of above equations. Setting of
basic parameters is shown as Table 1, and simulative
results acquired by modifying values of the infection
rate β is shown in Fig. 6.
In Fig. 6, r indicates the ratio of number of
infected nodes/total number of nodes; t is the unit
time, simulation results show that the probability of a
node with higher degree getting infected from an
infected node is higher than a node with lower
degree, so propagation time of malicious programs in
the network is short; and once the virus breaks out,
they immediately gather together and spread fast.

Fig. 6. Results of simulation experiment.

In addition, in order to simulation the immune
strategy, the difference of infected network compare
the modified model to the original SEIR propagation
model, hypothesis  k =0.06, β =0.5, γ =0.3, after
adopted the dynamic of immunization strategy, the
number of infected nodes I in network with time
curve are shown in Fig. 7.
Here as can be seen, in the t=22 step before, after
used dynamic immunization strategy the outbreak
rate than unused immunization strategy the outbreak
of the virus slightly faster, but when the time step
number t>22, the use of dynamic immunization
strategy after the outbreak of the virus becomes slow,
the number of nodes in network eventually infected
for 2489; no immune strategy the network continued
to grow after t=23, until t=36, to slow down, almost
reached the steady state, the number of nodes in the
network eventually infected for 3021, than the use of
dynamic immune strategy infected nearly 530 node.
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Fig. 7. Dynamic immune strategy used before and after compared chart.

8. Conclusions
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